Chelmsford Cricket Club
Report for 12 & 13 May
After a three week break the cricket season got restarted but in a fairly limited fashion. The first
team took advantage of the quick drying properties of Valentine’s Park in Ilford to record a victory.
The Sunday seconds might have wished that Sawbridgeworth did not dry so well.
For Chelmsford’s other teams it was a fourth weekend without games. Some dry weather at least
gave the groundsmen at Chelmer Park the chance to do some work on the outfield.
The Chelmsford v Ilford match was one of three to go ahead in the Shepherd Neame Essex Premier
League. As Shenfield and Wanstead were the other winners, Chelmsford are top on alphabetical
order.
A well put together innings from Paul Jones helped Chelmsford post a respectable score on a slow
wicket. An early blitz with two wickets each from Nisarg Patel and Tom Craddock and three from
Neil Fergus quickly quashed Ilford’s hopes.
Some fairly sloppy fielding and batting combined with pretty ordinary bowling saw the Sunday
seconds handed a heavy beating by Sawbridgeworth. The home side scored 228 for seven and
Chelmsford were never in the hunt, bowled out for 111.
Reports & Scores
Saturday 12 May
1st Team
Shepherd Neame Essex League Premier Division
Played at Valentine’s Park
Chelmsford
Ilford
(Chelmsford won by 35 runs)

161 all out
126 all out

Chelmsford secured a valuable 20 points with victory over Ilford in the first league game of the
season on Saturday.
With the weather washing out the previous 3 weeks Chelmsford were pleased to have the
opportunity to gain a march on their rivals with some other games being called off. New skipper
Chris Prowting started his new campaign by losing the toss, and after being asked to bat first runscoring was always going to be challenging on a slow, low pitch and slow outfield
Chelmsford were helped on their way by some erratic early bowling and indeed the wide count was
to be the second highest score of the innings. Paul Jones and Dan Hagen started steadily with a
partnership of 34 before Hagan fell. Sterland and then Thurston both looked to be positive, scoring
14 and 17 respectively but both fell attempting attacking shots which was tricky all day. Jones,
meanwhile was helping provide some backbone to the innings in a sensible and grafting knock.
It was difficult to know what a good score would be but an unfortunate run-out of Prowting
followed shortly afterwards by Jones falling for a hard earned 52 didn’t help the push for runs.

Some useful late order runs from Nisarg Patel and Mark Drain helped Chelmsford reach 161, which
at the time was thought to be about par.
The Ilford innings started disastrously for the home team, losing 2 early wickets to left armer Patel
with the new ball. Tom Craddock, also in his first game for Chelmsford struck almost immediately
with a spinning leg-break. The Ilford players never came to terms with Craddock’s variations and
control in an impressive spell of two for 20 from 10. Neil Fergus was providing movement and
control at the other end and took three wickets in a spell of three for 7 from 6 overs.
There was also a comedic run out as keeper Prowting threw down the stumps at the non-strikers
end but the batsman was meandering around without grounding his bat. This left the scoreboard at
38 for eight and an early finish seemed likely.
Ilford’s tail produced some spirited fight taking the scored to 126 all out, with Kanishk Singh
unbeaten on 55 and James Clifford and Mark Drain taking the final two wickets. It was a low key end
as Ilford never really looked like scoring quickly enough to threaten the total.
All in all a very satisfactory start and 20 points that could be vital come the end of the season.
Sunday 13 May
2nd Team
Friendly
Played at Sawbridgeworth
Sawbridgeworth
228-7
Chelmsford
111 all out
(Sawbridgeworth won by 117 runs)
Hopefully this was a very rusty performance from the Sunday seconds as no one really showed any
great form.
The home side lost an early wicket but Yadav gave the innings impetus with a fine knock of 72 whilst
Bird anchored things. Yadav was well caught by Craig Thompson off his brother Darren having set
the innings up.
From there Chelmsford should have been capable of restricting the score to around 200 but some
pretty rubbish fielding helped boost the score well beyond that level. Darren Thompson ended with
three wickets, including Bird (65) and Gary Chidley two.
A wicket fell in each of the first two overs of the Chelmsford innings and it never really recovered.
Rupert Redman (26) top scored and Matt Davis (23) played some decent shots but despite hitting
five sixes the innings only mustered 111.
Fixtures
Saturday 19 May
1sts: Shenfield (H)
2nds: Shenfield (A)

SNEL 12.30
SNEL 1.00

3rds: Brentwood (H)
4ths: Brentwood (A)
5ths: West Essex (A)
Sunday 20 May
1sts: Old Brentwoods (H)
2nds: Writtle (A)

SNEL 1.00
SNEL 1.00
SNEL 1.00
SNEL 20:20 2.00
F 2.00

